While the explosion of genomic data and tools is fully apparent for model organisms, these tools are arguably changing paradigms most quickly in those species for which genetic studies are most challenging. One such species is the honey bee, Apis mellifera. New tools and resources for this species (e.g. [2, 17] ), an impending genome-sequencing project and new interdisciplinary teams will help bring the unique traits of honey bees into the world of comparative genomics. Several factors make honey bees a compelling choice for genomic studies. First, bees are outstanding experimental subjects for animal behaviour and learning, thanks to a well-known reward system [12] , symbolic language [9, 16] and phenomenal learning abilities [13] . Honey bees and other social insects also provide extreme examples of developmental switches, or polyphenisms -the generation of distinct phenotypes from an equivalent genetic background [5, 6] . Associated with this switch are two traits that pique the interest of medical researchers -fertility and longevity. While workers are nearly sterile, queens lay hundreds of thousands of eggs each year, and live 10-20 times longer than workers. The causes and consequences of the queen-worker split, long known from the standpoint of nutrition, are ripe for genomic analyses.
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Honey bees also show promise as a unique disease model. Since their domestication several thousand years ago, it has been recognized that bees are targeted by many of the same pests that affect human health, viz. viruses, protozoa, bacteria, fungi and other arthropods. Given this range of pathogens and a living environment that resembles culture media in humidity, warmth and available nutrients, honey bee colonies remain remarkably refractory to disease. Genomic studies clarifying how honey bees tolerate and resist disease offer exciting parallels both with other insects, such as Drosophila [4, 8] and Anopheles [3] , and with mammalian systems. Bees and other social insects provide an important twist on the study of disease, by allowing investigations of social elements in both the transmission and progression of disease (e.g. in termites, where diseases can be slowed by an emergent 'social immunity' caused by contact between nestmates [15] ). Bees also have direct effects on human health, and genetic studies are beginning to unravel the bases of both foraging behaviour [1, 11] and aggressive behaviour [7] , showing fascinating parallels with Drosophila and other model organisms.
While the collective knowledge from thousands of years of bee breeding and research has given
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bees a rich genetic history (summarized by [10] ), it has proved difficult to convince large numbers of geneticists to embrace bees as a viable study system. This hesitancy in part reflects several challenges involved with studying honey bees. Developmental studies are slowed by difficulties in rearing bees outside the hive, and withinhive manipulations often fail, due to a tendency of adult bees to remove altered larvae. In addition, bee cells have proved to be recalcitrant to in vitro culture. Finally, transgenesis, a requirement for any genetic model, has been achieved only recently [14] . Despite these challenges, genomic studies in honey bees are having a fine year indeed. Bees joined the queue to be the third insect for which a complete genome sequence will be made publicly available, thanks to efforts by the US National Institutes of Health, the Baylor College of Medicine's Human Genome Sequencing Center, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) and a consortium from the honey bee research community and industry. Several labs have carried out new gene-expression studies to answer complex questions related to bee health, learning and development, as evidenced during a July 2002 meeting on honey bee biotechnology organized in Sapporo, Japan, by A. Mercer (University of Otago, NZ), B. Smith (Ohio State University, USA) and T. Kubo (University of Tokyo, Japan). Finally, the successful application of more recent genetic techniques (e.g. RNAi and other means to validate function; [2] ) is speeding the investigation of the traits that make bees such compelling subjects.
Another key advance is a changing philosophy. As researchers and reviewers see the power of comparative genomics in their own systems, they are becoming more willing to accept inferences drawn from similarities between model organisms and non-model organisms, such as bees. These similarities, at the level of DNA sequence and order, transcription, proteins, or development, are indeed robust and much headway is being made by using inferences from Drosophila and other species to design experiments elucidating molecular details of behaviour and development in honey bees [1] . Increasingly, the direction of inference will be reversed, with bees and other non-model species informing genomics and genetics, thanks to their unique biological traits and available tools. This should be the ultimate goal of comparative genomics: the use of 'the right species for the job' to address questions of importance to fundamental and applied biology.
